
Quito I A Capital City High In The Andes With Its Markets

The Ecuadorian capital lies dramatically between the beautiful mountains of the Andes. Experience the relaxed culture of

the locals, their lively markets and the delicious food.

Day - 3 Quito

QUITO: OTAVALO & CUICOCHA (B, L, D)

Today, take a day trip to the north to Otavalo, which is known for its colorful market. En-route
stopp at Calderón. This place is known for its typical colorful salt figurines (bread babies),
which you can buy as a souvenir. In Otavalo itself, you have enough time to discover the
many goods in the market zone and to buy your first souvenirs. Do not forget to bargain! At
lunchtime, enjoy your typical Almuerzo lunch in a small local restaurant before heading to
Cuicocha Lagoon. These can be admired on a walk from different angles or (optionally) take
a small boat trip on the lagoon. In the late afternoon you drive back to Quito to your hotel
where you have some time for yourself before being driven by a driver for dinner in a
restaurant with a view over the city. 
Overnight: Quito
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Inclusions

3 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary 

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- CityTour of Quito

- Cooking Class

- Visit the equator monument

- Visit the market of Otavalo

- Free time at the Cuicocha Lagoon

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses 

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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